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SOURCES FOR THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY

I.
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Priscilla Handy
Department o£ Sociology
The University
Archives at the University o£
Illinois
has
completed
processing an
addition to the papers o£
Oscar
Lewis
<1914-1970),
and
the complete collection o£ papers o£ Joseph
B.
Casagrande
<1915-1982).
Together
with
the
papers o£
Julian
Steward <1902-1972),
these collections provide signi£icsnt source
material for the history o£ anthropology,
especially in regard to
research
into Latin American and native North American cultures.
The
papers o£ Steward
<Record Series 15/2/21,
1926-1977,
16.3
cubic £eet),
Lewis <Record Series 15/2/20,
1944-76,
59.2 cubic
£eet) and Casagrande <Record Series 15/2/22,
1938-82,
40.5 cubic
£eet)
o££er a
unique
view o£ a hal£
century
o£
pro£essional
development in anthropology.
Julian Steward's papers have been previously described
by
Joseph R.
Hanc <HAN VI:1&2,
1979).
Much
o£ the material deals
with
Steward's research
on
native peoples o£ the Americas,
incl~ding
the Pueblo <1935-40),
Shoshoni (1936-40),
Paiutes <c.
1950-53),
and
the Cali£ornia
Indiana
<1949-55),
as
well ·as
materials relating to the ~~~!Y~ £~9E!~~
9~ §9~~h ~~~~!S~
<1959)
and
the large scale cooperative research prOJeCt on Ih~ e~QE!~ o£
£~~~~9 BiS9 <1956).
The papers o£ Oscar Lewis,
pro£essor o£ anthropology at
the
£rom
1948
to
1970,
include
correspondence,
publications,
manuscripts,
reviews,
typescript galley
proo£s,
continuity
notes on edited tapes,
and copies o£ edited tape
recordings o£
interviews
used
sa source
materials
£or
E~9~9
~~E;!~~~~
~ ~~~!S~~ ~~~§~ni ~n9 h!§ E~~~!Y <1964), as well as the
manuscript and galley proo£s £or b~ Y19~l ~ E~~EiQ B~s~n E~~11Y in
;h~ g~!i~~~ 9f E9Y~~~y==~~n ~~~~ ~n9 ~~~ Y9~~ <1966).
Un~versity

Correspondence,
tapes and transcripts o£ interviews done
in
Cuba
in the early 1970s have been added to the collection
within
the peat year.
The £ieldwork was completed by Ruth Lew~s. and two
volumes were published a£ter her husband's death:
[9~~ ~~~ b~~~~S
~h~
B~Y91~~19nl
~n Q~~! H~~~9~Y 9f g9~i~~E9E~EY gy~~ ( 1976) . and
E9~E ~9~~~ b~Y!~s ;h~ B~Y9!~;~9~l

~~ 9E~1 H~~i9~Y

2!

g9n~~~EQE~EY

<1980).
In addition
to
the tapes
and
notes
of
Cuban
anthropology
students who
interviewed Cuban
subJects,
this
addition
contains tapes o£ Oscar Lewis
interviewing the
Cuban
student interviewers,
as well as Lewis' correspondence with Cuban
o££icials
in order to obtain permission to do research in
Cuba.
Because access to the Lewis collection is restricted,
researchers
must obtain permission in advance to use the papers.
gy~~
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The papers of Joseph Casagrande span the years 1938 to 1982,
during
which
time
he
was professor
of anthropology
at
the
University
<1960-82),
head o£ the newly established department
<1960-67),
and
director of
the
Center for
International
Comparative Studies <1968-82} and Campus Research Services <197982) .
. The collection is organized into three maJor sections:
1)
personal papers and correspondence,
2) correspondence,
programs
and reports concerning professional anthropological associations,
and 3) research and teaching.
Casagrande took an active leadership role in the
American
Anthropological Association,
the American Ethnological
Society,
and the Applied Anthropology Association;
his papers relating to
the history of the A.
A.
A. from 1938-1981 include a .collection
of annual meeting programs and much correspondence relating
to
the
business
of
the Association.
The third group of
papers
contains manuscripts,
microfilm
and
photocopied
documents,
publications,
course
materials,
field
notes and
diaries,
photographs,
maps,
tapes
and transcripts o£ tapes relating
to
fieldwork,
primarily among the Highland Indians of Equador,
but
also among
the Chip-pewa and Comanche Indians of North
America.
There are
also
files on research methods and · the
history
of
anthropology, and on linguistics and paycholinguistics.
The collection contains significant holdings in
microfilm
and transcribed documents from the Archive General de las
Inaias
in Seville,
the Biblioteca Ecuatoriana. and the British Museum-all
o£ i t collected for a proJect on "The Social Position o£ the
Ecuadorian Indian in Colonial Times and After Independence,'' £or
which
Casagrande was principal
investigator.
The materials,
which also include information on Peru and Columbia, were indexed
by proJect researchers,
and a supplementary finding aid has been
compiled by the
University Archives.
For further information concerning the use of
these
three
collections,
interested
researchers should
contact Maynard
Brichford,
University Archivist,
or William J. Maher, Assistant
Archivist,
at the University Archives,
University Library
Room
19, Urbana, Illinois 61801.

Beth Dillingham
University of Cincinnati
When
the papers of Lealie A.
White <housed in the Michigan
Historical Collections o£ the Bentley Library in Ann Arbor)
were
described
in
HAN X:2
<1983),
I indicated that some
materials
were to remain sealed until ten years after White's death.
The
two boxes thus restricted were opened this peat March,
and their
contents
will
be o£ interest both
to
specialists
in
Pueblo
cultures and to those interested in the development of
American
anthropology.
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Box
#24 contains Dr.
White's £ieldnotes on the Pueblos,
in
the
£orm o£ dated handwritten entries in lined paper Journals
or
notebooks.
Easily
leg~ble,
they include material
on
k~nship,
£emily relations, economic conditions, religious belie£s, arti£act
descriptions,
and
incidental in£ormation collected between
1923
and 1957 at Acoma,
Hopi,
Laguna,
Santa Ana, Sia, Santo Domingo,
Santana,
San Fel~pe,Taos and Zun~.
They are quite candid,
with
re£erences
to
speci£ic named in£ormants--which may
account
£or
their having been sealed until now.
Box
#18
contains
materials o£ a
personal
nature.
These
include
JOUrnals
and
diaries
kept
by
Dr.
White,
somewhat
sporadically,
£rom 1918 until his death.
The contents are rather
varied,
and
include appointment books and a book o£ birthdays he
wished
to remember, as well as long dissertations on li£e, as
he
viewed
it.
Some
o£ the more interesting entries
discuss· his
dealings with other anthropologists and with administrators at the
University
o£
Michigan.
Although
White
was
a
popular
and
stimulating
teacher
<who in 1950
attracted 350 students
to
a
course called "The Mind o£ Primitive Man"), his
material and
his
approach
to i t o£ten made administrators uncom£ortable.
White's
£rustration
over
this
seeming
contrad~ction
between
student
popularity
and
administrative
disapproval
makes
interesting
reading.
These
two boxes also include class notes £rom courses
White
took with Fay-Cooper Cole and some notes on Morgan and Bandelier.
The
Bentley
Library
now has 1n its
possession
my
rather
extensive analysis and indexing o£ White's papers,
so that i t ~a
possible
£or resea~hera to write to the Library and £ind out
i£
there
is material relevant to their interests.
I would also
be
happy to supply any additional in£ormation that I can.

Robert Ehrich,
William Fenton, John Fox and Richard Woodbury
have set in motion a program to collect oral historical
materials
through
the sel£-interviews o£ anthropologists who £eel that they
have
interesting reminiscent material to preserve.
The
idea
is
that
they
will record these themselves,
and send copies o£ . the
tapes
to
Herman
J.
Viola,
the
director
o£
the
National
Anthropological Archives,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC
20560,
where they will be permanently archived.
Tapes should be
accompanied by an identi£ication sheet giving the name and address
o£ the interviewer/ee,
along with the names o£ persons
mentioned
prominently
on
the tapes,
as well as other materials that
seem
appropriate
<e.g.,
a
written
resume
or
biobibliography).
A
checklist
o£
possible
interview topics is is
included
in
the
article
describing
the proJect in the
~n~h~2E212SY
N~~~1~~~~~.
April
1985.
A £uller checklist is available £rom Ehrich
<Box
175,
Fitzwilliam,
NH
03447.
It
is also hoped to
collect
an
inventory o£ existing taped materials, wherever they exist.
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FOOTNOTES FOR THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY

David Lipset
Califo~nia-San

Diego

In 1978, soon afte~ Ma~ga~et Mead died, I visited G~ego~y
Bateson,
then living in Big Su~,
Califo~nia,
in connection
with the biog~aphy which I was w~iting about him
CLipset
1982) •
"I am su~e she's got the kinship system and is al ~eady
wo~ k ing
out how the babies a~e handled,"
~e
sa i d,
~.oJa~mly
~efe~~ing to the social o~ganization of the afte~life which he
assumed she was busily so~ting out.
"They always c~itici::ed
he~
speed which made he~ anth~opology unbelievable to many
people."
I
left fo~ Papua New Guinea,
six months afte~ Bateson's
death in July 1980, to do fieldwo~k on a Sepik Rive~ cultu~e-
Mu~ik--which
I
had selected because of
an
inte~est
in
political development in that newly independent state.
In the
cou~se of my ea~ly ~esea~ch I came ac~oss a 1936 ~efe~ence
in
Q£g~ni~
to a then on-going stud y of the Mu~ik people by Louis
Pie~~e Ledoux,
an Ame~ican college g~aduate whom Mead had sent
the~e
to fill an impo~tant gap in the ethnog~aphy of
this
~egion.
SLtbsequently,
while still in the field,
I contacted
Ledoux,
and
he gene~ously p~ovided me with his notes
( 60 0
pages) as wel l as seve~al hund~ed photog~aphs.
Among his notes was a five-page document,
"On Mu~ik
Social
St~Ltctu~e," w~i tten by· Mead he~sel f
on the basis of
a
two-day _ inte~view she had conducted in 1938 with a
Mu~ik
info~mant who was wo~king on the "Lady Betty," the schoone~ on
which Mead and Bateson had left eight months
of difficult
fieldwo~k among Iatmul.
They had been collecting photog~aphic
data on Iatmul child~en to use compa~atively with the Balinese
data they had been gathe~ing fo~ the two p~evious yea~s
<see
Bateson and Mead 1942).
While waiting fo~ a few days in Wewak,
the East Sepi k
capital,
Mead decided to help he~ student who had b y
that time ~etu~ned to New Yo~k whe~e he was flounde~ing with
his manusc~ipt <which he ultimately abandonned).
But she was
also satisfying he~ own ethnog~aphic cu~iosity about Mu~ik
cultu~e
which had been a~oused du~ing he~ ea~lie~ th~ee
cultu~e Sepik fieldwo~k with Fo~tune du~ing 1931-33. The Mu~ik
we~e
a ~egionally well-known seafa~ing people who specialized
in the entrep~eneu~ial exchange of t~aditional
valuables-plaited baskets,
dances and ornaments (see Lipset
1985)
to
such t~ibes as A~apesh whom Mead had studied.
dist~ict

Reading and ~e~eadi ng Mead's "On Mu~i k Social StrLtctLt~e"
while in the field,
and in the pe~ple>:ing y ea~s since then , I
still
find what she accomplished in a few whir l wi nd hours
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remarkable.
I think the piece also raises two points of relevance
to her biography and the history of anthropology.
The first
is
that
by
1938 she had developed a
powerful
research
tool--the
extended
interview with a single informant--which she could appl y
quickl y ~
given an articulate and willing informant~ where she had
comprehensive ethnological
background~
to generate rich and
accurate data on social organization--whatever the objections
raised about her earlier fieldwork in Samoa.
The second point is that fifteen years later~ having embar k ed
somewhat questionable national character research at Columbia
University~
Mead defended the methodological utility and validit y
of
usi~g
such samples of one by arguing
that
quality of
informant-interviewer relations was more significant than number
of them.
"Any member of a group" she maintained~
"g_r:_g~iQ§Q tb~:h
bi~ g,Q~iiiQO ~iihio ih~t gr:_Q~Q i~ Q!:.QQ§!:.l~ §Q§~ifi§Q~ is a perfect
sample bf
the group-wide pattern on which he is acting as
informant" (1953a:648 [italics mineJ).
on

"On Muri k Social Structure~ " the text of which f oll o~o>Js bel ow~
demonstrates the effectiveness of this rather extreme claim.
Mead
begins it by identifying and assessing the status of her informant
in the social structure whose major elements she then surveys:
village and hamlet divisions~
clanship~
descent~
residence~
inheritance~
ritual relationships~ kinship terms~ age-grades~ and
religion.

"Murik Social Structure"
Done in Wewak~ November 19 and
Nov. 20. MM and GB.

20th~

1938.

Nov.

19 MM alone·.

KL1mi n
Murik
11-Jakamot
Tongoet
Salinamot
l<andari n
Cassowary
Maro brag
Younger Brother Group
Kombet

Informant ' s name
Village
Hamlet Division
Clan <immigrant in grandfather's time
Mother's Clan
from Karau )
Wife's Clan
Tabooed animal
Personal Shamanic War Spirit
Age Grade Position
Hair CLit

F"ather
Mother
MB
Elder Brothers
E/ Bros' Age Grade Pos.
Children

Dead
Living
Dead before birth
1. Sangi
2. Yakin
1. Grandfather's Grade 2. Father's
One daughter

Djaumba <Wakamot)
Keli v a (Gomeron)
Head Ornament

Hereditary Feasting Partner <through M)
Her~ditary Feasting Partner ! through F>
Owed maternal Feasting Partner

~Q~~ QQ iDfQCill~Q~ gy~li~Y·
Kumin has been a police boy and a
respectful of old custom~
willing to think over a point and
correct it.
The first day he left out some of the affinal
terms~
and came back the next day with the corrections.
He
was however willing to generalize on
individual
cases~
and
gave the impression of making impromptu generalizations rather
than of uttering reliable cliches.
His disadvantages as an
informant were mainly in his structural position~
grandson of
an emmigrant
Conly one brother came to Murik)~
no living
mother's brother or fathers's sister~
resident~
normally in
place of paternal grandfather;
no sons;
and his wife is his
sister~s
husband's brother's daughter which blurred
his
conception of affinal terms.

Genealogy
taken and list of
personal
as feasting partners~ etc. of his brother's and
sisters.
Check questions based on others~ clan~ wife's clan~
and the clans of the two feasting partners~
which was the
limit with which he could deal quickly.
Questions asked were
not recorded as there wasn~t time, and I was working mainly to
check up points~
and get some idea of the structure.
Questions asked were based on Pierre [Ledoux's] mss.~
and on
Yuat River CMundugumorJ and Middle Sepik CiatmulJ
leads~
as
Pierre CLedouxJ had been provided with Arapesh leads before.
~§tbQ~

gf

~QCk

relationships~

The village of Murik consists of a series of hamlets~
or
residential patri 1 i "neal units~
each one of which is composed
of one or more patrilineal clans CQi9§QQa).
Some of these
clans regard each other as more closely related than others,
in the position of elder and younger brother groups~
and this
relationship may cut across hamlet lines.
Also a hamlet may,
by accepting a single matrilocally resident
immigrant · into
its midst,
incorporate a clan which traces no patrilineal
relationship to the other clans in the hamlet.
Clans seem to
act as units~
in respect to feasting
partner obligations,
"helping" the principal feasting partner~
and in brother-inlaw exchanges and mother's brother-sister's son exchanges.
There is considerable confusion on the whole question of
inheritance as matrilocal
residence and
immigration from
vil lage to village~ are both very common.
There seems to be a
series of
discrepant ideas:
that a certain type of
thing~
e.g.,
a haircut should bE inherited from one's clan; that men
should inherit f~om their fathers and
women from their
mothers;
that a going feasting relationship between males who
nevertheless are following their mother~
not their fathers,
should
take pr~cedence over the patrilineally inherited
feasting relationships,
etc.
Consequently~
analysis of
practice gives an exceedingly mi x ed picture.
There are
undoubtedly a great number of exceptions to ever y one of
the
structural statements which I shall make~
but nevertheless
I
think that a c.l ear patri 1 i ne.al totemi sm and general strLtctural
patriliny does exist,
with a strong complimentar y matrilineal
system--as
in most ~arts of
Oceania--and also a
local
tendency~
which Murik shares with the cultures near the mouth
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of
the Yuat~
of muddling inheritance and transmitting across sex
lines.
<This tendency once structuralized results in
the
MundLtgumor
"rope."
I ·f it became just a little bit looser than it
is at present~
we would begin to think of Murik as a
bilateral
system).
With this statement in mind~ read all further statements
about structLtre.
The following things are clan owned~
and may be described as
totems (in the sense in which GB describes the Iatmul system~
cf.
Qf.g~Qi~
1932 ~
"Social Structure of the I atmul . ")
Although
tt-,ey
are clan owned~
they are not always patrilineally inherited.
So
we have:
a) clan owned objects which are patrilineally inherited
and given through daughters--the ~c~g [spirit masks] appeared
to
be a case~ · (but no negative statement is valid of coLtrse ) <onl ·:l I
expect Pierre to have some material on this point>;
b) clan owned
objects which
should be given only through daughters,
e.g.,
matrilineal
names ... but are nevertheless sometimes given
through
males; e.g., a man inherited his mother's brother's name, does not
use it himself~
but gives it to his Q~Q son;
c)
relationships
which can be inherited through either father
or mother-the
feasting partner relationship for example.
A
clan owned object may be either patrilineally
or
matrilineally inherited~ in individual cases~ but continues to be
regarded as clan owned,
and there are clan quarrels about the
alienation of names.
So although a woman may give a name from
her clan which is regarded as a patrilineal name to her son,
it
is still clan property •.. There is also considerable irregularity;
a
man may give his mother's brother's name to his son~
and a
may give her father's name to her son~
neither
of
which
woman
follows any pattern.
<Disregard this red it is done to amuse watching children. )
Clan

owned objects are:
patrilineal
names~
matrilineal
[spirit masks]~
garamut names~
garamut calls~
a
tabooed animal~
a totemic hair cut,
a tatoo mark~
a
kind of
ginger,
a t~Q99§t [ginger leaf property marker]~ a leaf which is
used in washing,
initiatory spears and flutes which are regarded
as accomplishments of the ~c~g, house sites.
names~

~c~g~

The mother's clan
is referred to in Pidgin
[English]
as
"blood"
<as it is also on the Sepik river),
So one's father's
"blood" is father's mother's clan. 1
<There are a few statements
in Pierre's mss which don't fit with this at
all~
and
which
should be examined very carefully.
The most puzzling one is
where the taboo following a woman's death is relaxed
if
her
widower
marries a woman of another "b 1 ood".
I
have no ide a
what--in terms of the rest of the social
structure--this can
mean).
In feasts for children~
they are usually feasts to the
child's mother's brother and his wife--e.g.~ the child's father's
wife's brother and his wife--and in the case of female children~
there is also a feast to the father's sisters.
Mother's brothers
and father's sisters occupy a symmetrical position in regard
to
opposite sex siblings~ father's sisters · officiating for brother's
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daughters and mother's brothers for
sister ' s
sons.
Owing
perhaps to this fact~
mother ' s brother and father ' s
s i sters
are classified togett-,er as "kandere~ " the 1 at ter being ca ll ed
t~D~~C~ m~c§~
and there is a tendency in pidgin to call
a l so
mother ' s sisters and mother's brother ' s wives,
t~D~~c~~ wh i ch
is not born out by the kinship terminolog y .
<This s y mmetrical
treatment of father ' s
sisters and mother ' s
[brothers]
is
strictly
paral l eled on the Yuat
<Mundugumor)
where the
father's sister pierces her brother ' s daughter ' s ears and
is
paid for it~
and the mother ' s brother initiates his sister ' s
son.)
T.he k inship system is of the Yuat type--and
is v er y
simplified for New Guinea.
[Mead then gi v es an accurate list
of Murik kinship terms which would be classed as generational
Hawaiian todayJ ... Affinal terms are more complete ...
I didn't
have time to work on affinal behaviour at all~ beyond the bare
statement that all of these relationships were ~~D~it,
which
he said was the general term for tambu [avoidance affine].
The ~g~=gc§~~§:
There are 5 named . grades,
meaning
respectively "the old men " ···~ "the grandfathers"
or
" the
grandfather people;" •.• the " father· people" ... ;
the "elder
brother
people," ... and
the
"younger
brother
people"
[vernacular terms deleted].
At any given time i~ the House
Tamberan there are three active grades,
the fathers,
elder
brotheF's · and younger brothers;
the two o l dest grades ha v ing
become mere f i gureheads,
who sit down and dress up
li k e
marsa l aes [spir i t figures].
There is an unnamed dual division
with the grandfathers and elder brothers on one side of it and
the fathers and younger brothers on the other.
When the new
unnamed
line of younger brothers enter the House Tamberan,
t h e present y ounger brothers become elder brothers~
the elder
brothers become fathers,
and the fathers retire.
So a man
passes through each of these named age grades in turn.
Kumin ' s two brothers were respectively grandfathers• grade and
fathers•
grade~
he has one §~Qg~Q [feasting partner] in his
own grade and one in the elder brother's grade~ so it is clear
that the age span is very narrow and most of
the men o v er
forty would be figureheads .•.
In the ceremonial license, the women of the lower grade
are offered to the men of the ne x t grsde above.
Informant was
v ague about women's grades e x cept in this statement.

One s i de ... not named~
referred to as "Elder brothers"
2.

Grandfathers

4.

Elder Brothers

Other . side referred to as
"Younger brothers "
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1.

Great Grandfathers

3.

Fathers

5.

Younger Brothers

When the ne:-: t
line of
initiated 2,
2
initiated 3,
etc.
1
novices,
who are referred to merely by the name of a child who
will be one of them~
come in,
they will become 5, the men of 5
will become 4,
etc.
and the whole system changes sides, but the
same people remain in groups opposing each ether.
He claimed that line 3 plays no role, that 4 first makes the
line 5 "-save" [feel pain] and then "makes them alright" later.z
~g~ggi~E~Y m~~22lE§§·
The Q~§g is a named marsalae
[spirit
figureJ, associated with a definite named locale in the bush, who
is represented by a carved wooden figure~
L§QQiffiQ~§g, the figure
itself being kept in the house of the present owner,
and renewed
when necessary.
The figure
is treated as a
shrine of
the
marsalae.
Offerings of betel and tobacco are put beside it when
someone wishes the marsalae to enter the body of a member of
the
patrilineal
group who is a shaman,
possessed by the marsalae
which the figure represented <This offering is supposed to be
made secretly,
and then the shaman goes into trance. )
The
marsalae may also,
through his shaman announce that he wishes to
put in an appearance~ in which case a spe_c i al house and encl csure
is built for him,
and the §§QQ§Q <hereditary feasting partner of
the man who is giving the feast> wears the LEQQiffiQ~§Q figure-that is he carries it on a high pole and his body is covered with
sago leaves so that it becomes virtually a mask.
There is then a
big food and pigs presentation to the §§QQ§Q who has carried the
kandimbwag,
which
is spoken
of as the child of
its owners.
<This integration between the hereditary named
marsalae carved
figures and the feasting partner/pattern is typicall y Mundugumor.
Kumin"s father had one kandimbwag which had been made for him b y
a trade friend in another village <Gauian?).

The shaman, who is possessed by the marsalae, and who whould
be a member of his patrilineal group,
but not necessarily the
owner
of the LEQQiffiQ~§g representation~
goes into trance
beginning with a trembling of the leg~
as a Iatmul shaman
does.
<See Q£§§Qi§ article,
lee.
cit.)
He makes prophecies as to
whether a sick person will recover,
but we note no instances of
his
prescribing
sacrifices
or
remedies.
Without
the
intervention of
trance,
a man may call upon his
own marsalae
<Q~§g) to go with him and strengthen his arm to kill.
The Q~E92 also play a part in the initiatory ~ y stem.
They
each have a set of initiatory flutes connected with them and also
the special cassowary feathe.r ed spears in ?
pairs.
The flutes
are kept in the House Tambaran and the spears near the kandimbwag
figures.
The garamut is conceived as belonging to the figure.
The whole system represents a most interesting
integration
of
Yuat and Middle Sepik ideas ... The [spirit] figures are owned
by family
lines,
playing a part in ceremonial feasts between
feasting partners, and their connection with marsalaes associated
with definite localities in the bush is Mundugumor-like~
and the
trance phenomena and role in killing~ is Iatmul-like.
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Mead's data on kinship,
residence, ritual relationships,
cult age-grades and religion conform to what I collected
in
1981-82.
My main problem with the piece is her
assumption
that
inheritance is patrilineal
and
in her use of
the
analytical term " clan," which commonly refers to an Ltnilineal
descent group. In 1981-1982, the term does not seem applicable
to any reference groLip in the society .
What she calls "clans"
based
on patrilineal
totemism are actually
endogamous,
dispersed,
nonunilineal descent groups in which both male and
female links are claimed.
Siblingship,
rather than descent,
is key.
Cult membership and inheritance of the brag spirit,
are not patrilineal at all, but are based on matrifiliation.
In Arapesh,
Iatmul or Tchambuli,
patricians organized
soc i ety.
In Mundugumor,
which Mead repeatedly compares to
Mur ik , she had seen that descent and inheritance were not sex bound.
She apparently did not have Hogbin's Wogeo
Island
da t a
(e.g.,
Hogbin
1934-35) at hand either,
and of
course
debate about nonunilineal descent and filiation had not
yet
begun in 1938.
So it is to her credit that the contradictions
are clearly recogniiable in her discussion.
She states that
sex
lines are muddled in Murik inheritance.
The notion of
descent "is e>:ceedingly mi>:ed" and is subject to "considerable
confusion."
There are patrician owned sacrae which are
''not
always patrilineally inherited .•. [and areJ
given
through
daughters,"
and matriclan owned names which "are nevertheless
sometimes given through males."
1.
To Mead's five single spaced pages, Bateson added a brief
note on the comparative usage of the notion of
"blood"
to
e >:pr ess social relationships in Iatmul. "The Iatmul LISe of the
term "blood" in pidgin [English] links LIP with their theory of
conception that the bones of the child come from the father
and
the bl cod and meat from the mother.
In the native
1 angL1age a
man wi 11
say "I am in the body of
Bowi
c 1 an"
meaning that "I am child of a woman of Bo~...,i," or "Bowi are my
mother's brother groLip" ... The "blood" metaphor is not used in
the native language.
Similarly,
a man will say "em i
one
blood belong me" and this may mean §:i!:b§:!: "he and I are both
chi 1 dren
of
women of the same clan," or "he. is chi 1 d of
a
woman of my clan," or "he is a brott-ter of my mother."

2.
What is meant here is that the elder brothers' grade make
the younger brothers' grade feel pain ("make them know"),
by
demanding sexual
favors of the wives of novices as partial
payment for initiating them.
Power and status in the Muri k
men's cult,
that is,
used to derive from gi v ing up rights to
wi v es' sexuality ( see Lipset 1984).

Bateson, Gregory (1932) "Social Structure of the Iatmul People
of the Sepik River." Q£§:.§Qi~ <2>: 245-91; 40 1-53.
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_____ and M. Mead <1942) §~~!~~~~ gh~~~£~~~~ ~ ~hQ~Qg~~Qh~S
~n~~Y§!§·
New York: New York Academy of Sciences.
Hogbin, H. Ian (1934-35) "Native Culture o£ Wogeo: Report o£
Fieldwork in New Guinea." Oceania 5:308-37.

-------

Lipset, David <1982) ~~~gQ~Y
Boston: Beacon Press.

§~~~~Qn~

Ih~

k~S~£Y

ef

----- <1984) "Authority and the Maternal. Presence: An Interpretive
Ph. D. Thesis.
Ethnography o£ Murik Lakes Society." Unpublished
University o£ Ca1i£ornia, San Diego .
----- <1985) "Sea£aring Sepiks: \1Jar£are, Prestige and Change in
Murik Trade." ~~~~~~ B~~i~~ e! B~~~~~sh ~~ gsene~is ~n~h~QQQ~QSY
7:67-94.
Mead, Margaret <1953) "National Charac1:.er." In ~n~h~QQQ~QSY Ie9~Y·
edited by A. L. Kroeber.
Chicago: University o£ Chicago Preas.

RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
Fernando Estevez <Cultural Anthropology,
Univeraidad de
La
Laguna,
Canary
Islands)
is currently preparing a
doctoral
dissertation treating the history o£ sn~hropolog~cal inquiry
~nto
the aboriginal
population <the Guanchea) o£ the Canary
Islands,
which since a very early period in European expansion have been
a
stopo££ point £or voyagers and expeditions.
Robert Procter <History o£ Science.
Stan£ord) is preparing a
manuscript on the participation o£ the German medical community in
the development o£ Nazi racial science.
Michael Tarabulski <214 W.
Gilman,
Madison,
Wis.) is doing
research
<including videotaped interviews) on the Beloit College
Logan A£rican Expedition o£ 1930,
£ocussing on the career o£ the
archeologist Alonzo W. Pond, leading toward a reunion/symposium o£
participants in October, 1985 at Beloit.
M8rJoria Wheeler-Barclay <History,
Northwestern) is working
on a doctoral dissertation entitled "The Science o£ Religion
in
Britain,
1860 to 1915,"
which will £ocus on Tylor,
Max Muller,
Lang, Robertson Smith, Frazer and Marett.
Patri-ck Wol::fe <Anthropology,
London School o£ Economics)
is
daring
research
£or an M.Phil.
on the topic o£ anthropological
interest in dreaming in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century.
Kristen L.
Zacharias <Wyomissing,
the anthropology o£ Thomas Huxley.
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Pa.)

is doing research on

MALINOWSKI'S REVIVAL IN POLAND
AndrzeJ K. Paluch
Jagiellonian University,
Cracow
The centennial
o£ Bronislaw Malinowski's birth
in
1984
coincided with his long-delayed acceptance in the li£e o£ Polish
culture.
Prior to the second World War,
he ~as little known in
his native country outside o£ pro£ess~onal circles and
childhood
£riends £rom
Crace~.
In
the
late 1940s and 50s he ~as
proclaimed
a
"bourgeois
anthropologist,"
and
as
such
excommunicated <together ~ith the whole science o£ sociology>
by
the champions of Marxism-Leninism.
This changed, however, in the
60s and 70s,
when
the
late Pro£essor AndrzeJ
Waligorski,
Malinowski's pupil
and a teacher o£ social anthropology in
the
Jagiellonian University in Cracow, initiated the complete edition
in Polish o£ Malinowski's works--a proJect which I am now honored ·
to carry on mysel£.
Five volumes have already been
published:
the £irst <1980> contains Malinowski's doctoral dissertation from
Cracow
<published £or the first time>,
and also his only
book
written
in
Polish,
~!~~~~~~~
Ei~~~2~~~
~ · f£~~y
~~~~2~~
~E2!~S~~~S2
<"Primitive Belie£s and . the Forms
o£
Social
Structure'");
the second <1980) contains
translations o£
f~i~~
~~g g~~~2m i~ §~y~g~ §2Si~~y and Ih~ §~~~~! bi!~ Q! §~y~g~§:
the
third
<1981>,
~~gQ~~~~§ Q! ~h~ ~~§~~~~ ~~Si!is;
and . the fourth
and fi£th (1985),
f2~~! ~~~g~~§ ~~g Ih~i~ ~~SiS·
The remaining
volumes are scheduled to appear dur ing
the next six years.
Although Malinowski's work
already belongs to the history o£
anthropology,
the success o£ the volumes so far testi£ies to
a
lively interest in Malinowski among the Polish reading public.
Pro£essor Waligorski's e££orts also made i t possible £or me
in 1980 to £ound the first department o£ social anthropology
in
Poland at the Institute o£ Sociology,
Jagiellonian
University.
Thus i t may be said,
despite his emigration £rom
Poland and
subsequent neglect, that Malinowski served in a sense as a TroJan
horae making possible the establishment o£ a separate place £or
social anthropology among Polish scientific institutions.
Despite the turmoil and the socio-political difficulties
in
current, post-Solidarity Poland,
these earlier developments made
i t possible £or the Jagiellonian University
and
the
Cracow
Section o£ the Polish Academy of Sciences to organize an
international
meeting to commemorate Malinowski's centennial.
Cracow University,
his alma mater,
con£erred its highest honor,
an honorary doctorate,
on Sir Raymond Firth, Malinowski's pupil
and successor to the chair 6£ social anthropology in the London
School
o£ Economics.
A two day conference was also
held
last
September,
at which Pro£essor Firth spoke on "Malinowski in the
History of Social
Anthropology .. ;
Professor. Piotr
Sztompka
<Cracow>,
on
"Malinowski and the Development o£ Sociology .. ;
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Pro:fessor
Jerzy Szacki
<Warsaw>,
on
"Malinowski
and
the
Development o£
Polish Soc~al
Science";
Mrs.
Grazyna
Kubica
<Cracow>,
on "Bronislaw Malinowski's Years in Poland";
Pro:fessor
AndrzeJ
K.
Paluch
<CracowJ,
on
"Malinowsk.l's
Functional
Interpretation o:f Culture";
Dr. AndrzeJ Flis <Cracow>, on "Cracow
Philosophy
and the Rise o:f Malinowski's Scienti:fic
Ideas";
Pro:fessor Jan Jerschina <Cracow>,
on "Polish Culture o:f Modernism
and Malinowski's Personality";
and Dr.
Janusz Mucha <Cracow>, on
"Malinowski
and the Problems o:f Contemporary Civilization."
In
this way the city o:f Cracow paid a belated tribute to its son who
became a great scholar in England.

The 1984 Proceedings o:f the American Ethnological
Society,
edited by June Helm,
are made up almost entirely o£
papers
contributed
by subscribers to -HAN,
including May
Ebihara
<"American Ethnology
in the 1930s:
Contexts and Currents">;
Raymond D.Fogelson
<"Interpretations o:f the American
Indian
Psyche:
Some Historical
Notes">;
Charles Frantz
<Relevance:
American Ethnology and the Wider Society,
1900-1940")
C.
M.
Hinsley
<"Hemispheric Hegemony in Early American
Anthropology,
1841-1851:
Re:flections on John Lloyd Stephens and Lewis Henry
Morgan">; Alice B. Kehoe ("The Ideological Paradigm in Traditiona-l
American Ethnology">;
Lawrence Kelly "Why Applied Anth ropology
Developed When i t Did:
A Commentary on People, Money and Changing
Times");
Robert V. Kemper <"From Nationalism to Internationalism:
The Development o:f Mexican Anthropology,
1934-1946">;
John V.
Murra
<"Ethnological Research in Spanish America:
The Roles o:f
Foreigners and the Emergence o:f National Cadres o:f Scholars">; and
Wilcomb E.
Washburn
<"Ethical
Perspectives in North American
Ethnology">.
Other papers include Elizabeth Colson
<"De:fining
American Ethnology"); William Davenport <"The Thailand Controversy
in Retrospect">;
Walter Goldschmidt ("the Culture Paradigm in the
Post-War World");
and Rosemary Zumwalt <"Roots o:f Con:flict in
Folklore Studies: The Literary and the Anthropological").
II. B~~~n£ Q!~~~~~~~!Qn~
<Ph. D. except where M.A. indicated)
Edward "An Introduction to Bronislaw Malinowski Qn
~h~
e~!~~!E1~ Q! ~h~ g~QQQ~Y Q! IhQYSh~" (with a translation
into
English o:f
Malinowski's Doctoral Dissertation]
<M.A.Thesis,
University o£ Chicago, 1985).

Martinek,

Zernel,
John J.
••John Wesley Powell:
Science and Re:form in
Positive Context•• <Oregon State University, 1983>.
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CNote that we do not list "forthcoming" i terns.
To· be certain
of dates and page numbers,
please wait until your works have
actually appeared before sending send citations or offprints]
Caramelea,
V.V.
"Cultural
Unity of the Romanian People
Reflected
in the National Axiological
Anthropologic
Atlas,"
R~~:!:!~
89:!::!~~!~~ £~~ §s!~~s~~ §9s!~:1:~~~
§~~!~
9~
Eh!:1:9~9Eh!~ ~~ b9g!g~~ 26 <1982):3-6.
Clifford,
James.
11/16/1'384:1316.
MalekulaJ
--------

"A
Ghost
Among
Melanesians,"
(Review of M.
Gardiner,
E22~E~!~~~

_____ "Histories of the Tribal and the Modern"
April 1'385, 164-215.

~!:j;

1~

~!)!~~.!£:~

Erickson,
P.
!:!.!~!:Q;:y Qf ~n!:h;:Q~212gy ~.!Q1_!Qg;:~EhY <Occasional
Papers in Anthropology #11,
St.
MaryJs University,
Halifax,
Nova Scotia)
(2026 English-language secondary
sources
in
all
anthropology
sub~fields,
listed
alphabetically by author; index o£ 222 categories]
Llobera, Josep.

Ih~ §QSi~1

9~~~!:.!2!:! ~!:!Q ~h~ §2£:.!~1 §sb~ns~~ .!~

!:h~ Ih!~9 R~E~Q1!s i!~ZQ=121~ll A gh;:2n212gy 2~ g~~n~~ ~~£
f:!:!E1!S~~!Q!:!~
<Sociology Dept.,
University of London, 1'385)

Mark..

Joan.

"Francis

La

Anthropologist,"!~!~

GoldsmithJs

Flesche:
The American
73 <1'382)!4'37-510.

College,
Indian

as

Mauvie1,
Maurice, ••Les Francais et la diversi te cu1 turelle: de
la
Renaissance
a
nos
JOUrs," gg~s~!:!Q~
E~;:!!~~~!:!!:~
75 <1984)!67-82.
Morrison,
Charles.
"Three Styles of Imperial
Ethnography:
British Officials as Anthropologists of India," ~~2~1~9g~
~~Q §2£:!~!:Yl
§!:~£!~~ .!!:! !:h~ §Q£:1Q1QSY Qf g~1!:~E~ ~~§!: ~!:!Q
~~~~~!:!!: 5 <1984)!141-6'3.
Murray,
. Stephen.
Anthropology,"
60.

..Notes

on

the

!:!!~!:2!:!Qg;:~Ehi~

History

of
Linguistic
b!ns~!~!:!s~ 11 <1'384>:44'3-

Porter,
F.W.
'"Salvaging the Past:
The Roots
Archaeology in Maryland,
1soo-1s4o," tl~~Y1~n£
tl~g~ 78 <1'383)!143-57.

of

Modern

!:!!~!:2;:!£:~1

-----±!:! ~~E~Yij; 2! !:h~ ~~~!:l ~!:! ~!:!!:h!:QE2:1:2g!s~1 ~!:!Q ~!Q1_!Qg;:~Eh~
!S~:1: gy!£~ to tl~!:Y:1:~n9 ~!:!Q ~~:1:~~~~~ <Metuchen: Scarecrow
Press)
Pulman, Bertrand. "Anthropologie et psychanalyse: 'paix et guerre'
entre lea hermeneutiques .. " f2!:!!:!~~!Q!:!~ 44 (1'384):81-'37.
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Stroup. Timothy. "Edward Westermarck: A Reappraisal, ••
19 <1984):575-92.

~~n

Sturtevant, !N.C. S. D. J. Meltzer. "The Holly Oak Pendant,"
227 <1984): 242, 244.

~!:~§!TIS:~

Tooker,

Men,"

Elizabeth.

~n~Y~

Beals,

Qf

"Lewis H.

BQS:h§!§~~~

b!Q~~~Y

R.L.

Morgen:
~Y!!§!~!n

The Myth end the
37 <1984):23-47.

"Fi£ty Years
in Anthropology,"
<1982)
:1-23
CG.!N.S.J
~m:h~QEQ!QSY 11

[Besnard, P.J.

~nnY~!

"Lettres de Mauss a Radcli££e-Brown,••
#10 <Oct. 1984>:1-10 CG.W.S.J

§;!:Y9§!~

9Y~~h§!~~~§!TIU~~

Blok,

A.
S. J.
Boissevain.
'"Anthropology in the Netherlands:
Puzzles and Paradoxes," ~nnY~! B§!Y~.§!~ Qf ~n!:h~QEQ!QSY
13
<1984) : 333-44 ( G • tN • S • J

Bronner, S. J. "The Early Movements o£ Anthropology and their
Folkloristic Relationships, EQ!~!Q~~ 95<1984):57-83 CI.J.J
Caulkins, D. '"The Norwegian Connection: Eilert Sundt and the Idea
o£ Social Networks in 19th Century Ethnology," gQ!!!!~£!:4:Q!!~
4/2(1981): 28-31.
Chippindale, C. "Clarence Bicknell: Archaeology and Science in the
19th Century," ~!!!:!SY!!:Y 58 ·<1984): 185-93 (1885-1913 work
on petroglyphs at Mont Bego, Liguria--W.C.S.J
g£~~~9 §~E!~~~ gQ~~~~EQ!!9~!!£~l ~!! ~!Eh~Q~!:!£~1
~!!£ gh~Q!!Q!QS!S:~! f!!Y~!!!Q~YL !~!Q=!~~§ <National Museum o£

Dallaire, Louise.

Men Mercury Series, Canadian Ethnology Service Paper #97)
<Ottawa: 1984) C278pp.: lists hundreds o£ items preserved in
the National Museum o£ Men--W.C.S.J
Davis, R.H. §QY!:h ~~!~ ~!: gh!S:~SQl ~ H!~!:Q~Y· Committee on South
Asian Studies CUniv. o£ Chicago] New Series, No. 1 CG.W.S.J
Duchet, Michele. k.§! E~~:!;:~g~ 9~~ ~~YQ!~~l g~~S:QY~~ h~~!:Q~!SY~L 9!~=
S:QY~~ .§!!:hnQ!QS~SY§! <Paris, 1985)
[essays on La£itau, Voltaire,
Malthus, De Pauw, Hegel, Morgen, Engels, Levi-Strauss--G.W.S.J
Easton, D. "Schliemann's Mendacity--A False Trail?"
58 <1984>:197-204--W.C.S.J

~n~~gy!~Y

Fagin, N. L. '"Closed · Collections and Open Appeals: The Two
Anthropology Exhibits at the Chicago World's Columbian
ExposJ.tion o£ 1893," gy~~!:Q~ 27 <1984>:249-64 CR.D.F.J
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Flenniken, J.J. The Past, Present, and Future of Flintknapping:
An Anthropological Perspective,"
~!!!!.!::!~! S~Yl:~~ gf
6!!~h~9E212SY 13 <1984):~87-203 CG.W.SJ
Fox, R.W.
"Epitaph for Middletown: Robert S. Lynd and the
Analysis of Consumer Culture," pp. 103-41 in Ih~ gyJ:.~!:!~~

2!: g9!!~!:!~E~l:2nl g~J:~l:s~! g~~~Y~ !n 6~~~l:s~n tl!~~2~Y~ l§§Q=
12§Q , ed. R . W. Fox and T.J. Lears <New York, 1 983 ) (usef ul
comments on Lynd and cu ltural a n thropolog y --R . H.J
Gagnon, Francais-Marc.

g~~

tl2~~~~

i~~Sl:E~!!~~ Q~!:!E E~~~!:!S~
~~!:!~~

gy

gg!

~!~~

~~!:!Y~S~~lb~hi~~2l:~~

~~~2!!~~ ~!:!~ E~~~!~~~ Q~S2!:!Y=

g~!!~Q~·

<Montreal: Libre Expression, 1984)
(focusses especially on 17th century, and Champaign's
illustrations--W.C.S.J

Hare, P. H. ~ ~2~~!!~~ 9.!::!~~~ i2~ §s!~ns~l ~2~~~~!~ 2!: 6n~h~2E2=
!2Si~~ s!~i~ g1~~~ ~~~~2!!~ <Buffalo: Prometheus Books,
1985) ( G • W• S • J
Halpern , J.M.
6 !! !!!:!~1

S.

D.A. Kideckel. "Anthropology in Eastern Europe,"
2i 6n~h~9E2l9SY 1 2 <1983):377-402 cG . w.s.J

B~Y!~~

Koerner, K., ed. g~~~~~ §~E!~l ~EE~~!~~!~ 2!: tl!~ b!f~ ~!!~ ~2~~
<Phi l adelphia: John BenJamins: 1985) (collection of obituar i es, etc.--first o£ two Sapir volumes--G.W.S.J
K.uper, A. "The Development of Lewis Henry Morgan's Evolutionism," ~2!:!~!!~ H!~~~ ~~h!Y!9~!! §s!~~ 21<1985):3-22 CG.W.S.J
_____ "Ancestors: Henry Maine and the Constitution of Primitive
Society," tll:~~g~y !!!~ ~!!~h~9E2!9SY 1 <1985):265-86 CG.W.S.J
Leach, E.R.
"Glimpses of the Unmentionable in the History of
British Social Anthropology," 6!!!!!:!!! S~Y!~~ ei ~!!~h~2E2!9SY
1~ <1984 ) :1-23 CG . W.S.J
Littlefield, A . , L. Li eberman, S. L. Reynolds. "Redefining Race:
The Potential Demise of a Concept in Physical Anthropology," gy~~~!!~ 6E~h~2E2!QSY 23 <1982):641-56 (analysis of
textbooks 1932-1979--G.W.S.J
Lystra, K. "Clifford Geertz and the Concept o£ Culture," ~~Q~=
E~S~~l ~E ~EE!:!~l Qi ~~~~!S~E gy1~!:!~~ §~y~J:~§ 8 <1983)
CG . W.S. J
Mechling, J. "Mind, Messages and Madness: Gregory Bateson Makes a
Paradigm for American Culture Studies," ~~Q~E~S~~l 6!! ~!!!!.!::!!!
9! ~~~~!S!!! gyl~!:!~~ §~!:!Q!~~ 8 <1983) CG.W.S.J
Pandian, J. ~!!~h~9E9!2SY ~!!~ ~h~ ~~§~~~!! I~~~!~!QEl Ie~~£9 ~!!
6!:!~h~!!~!S ~!!~h~9E9!9SY <Prospect Heights, Il.:Waveland,
1985) (short undergraduate text, interesting structure-~G.W.S .J
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Parent, A., J.-R. Beguin, & M-E. Seguin, eds. b2 B~~~~~~2~S~ ~£
le ~2~Y~~g ~2~9~ (exhibition catalogue] <Quebec: Musee du
Quebec, 1984) (includes essays on "habitus et habitat" by D.
De:fert, "L'Allegorie de l'Amerique au XVIe aiecle" by H.
Zavala--W.C.S.J
Saunders,

G.R.

~~~Y~±

"Contemporary

B~Yi~~

2~

S~hulte-Tenckho££,
l~

Isabelle.

Q§~§§§

Italian Cultural
Anthropology,"
13 (1984)!447-66 (G.W.S.J

~~~h~2E2±2gy
b~

y~~

E2~~~~

~~

gn£h£2EQ1Qg~g~~

<Geneva:
1985> (includes chapters on the German,
North American traditions--G.W.S.J
Q§

±2~~l

g~~

h~§£2~£~

Editions d'en bas.
British, French and

Trigger, B. "Alternative Archaeologies: Nationalist, Colonialist,
Imperialist,"~~~ 19 <1984):355-70
(G.W.S.J
Washburn.

S.L.

~n!:h~2e2l2gy

''Evolution o£ a
Teacher,"
11 <1983) :1-24 CG.W.S.J

Werbner, R.P. "The Manchester School in South-Central A£rica,"
~~~~~± B~Y1~~ 2~ ~~~h~2E2±2gy 13 (1984):157-85 (G.W.S.J
Young, M.W. '"The Intensive Study o:f a Restricted Area: Or, Why Did
Malinowski Go to the Trobriand Islands?" Qs~~~1~ 55 <1984):
1-26 CG.W.S.J
Zwernemann, J. g~l!:~~~ tli~!:Q~Y ~~g ~~~1£~~ ~~~h~QEQ±2SYl ~ g~~~~EY
o£
B~~~~~Sh
!~
~~~~~~y
~~g
~~~~~!~
<Uppsala:
Acta
Universitatis Upsalinesis,
distributed by Almqvist & Wiksell,
1983 > CG. W. S. J
G.W.S.= George W. Stocking
I.J.
= Ira Jacknis
R.D.F.= Raymond D. Fogelson
R.H.
= Richard Handler
W.C.S.= William C. Sturtevant

GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS
!~~~£~~~~2~~± gQ~~~E~~s~ 2~ B2s~ ~£~ ~~g ~£sh~~Q~~£~2~2~Y·
At
the meeting in Little Rock, Arkansas, October 7-12, 1984, Joseph
J. Snyder, executive secretary o:f the American Committee to
Advance the Study o£ Petroglyphs and Pictographs presented a
paper on "The Evolution o:f Petroglyph and Pictograph Studies in
the United States: An Overview o:f MaJor Syntheses."
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Ih~
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ti!~~Q~!~n-publishes articles and
other
on the history and sociology o£ £olklore studies and on
the relat i onship o£
history and £olklore.
For
editorial
in£ormation,
write the editor,
Simon Bronner,
Folklore and
American
Studies,
Pennsylvania
State
University .
For
subscr~ptions,
wr~te ~.K.
McNeil,
Ozark Folk Center,
Mountain
View, AK 72560 ($5.00 £or two annual numbers).
~aterials

The £i£th annual volume in the series ti!~~Q~Y Qf
published by the University o£ ~isconsin Press
under the editorship o£ George ~. Stocking, will be devoted to:
~n~h~22212SY•

The origin o£ "anthropology" is o£ten linked to the
emergence o£ Darwinian evolution,
and in the continental
European tradition the term has usually re£erred
<without any
~odi£ier) to the study o£ the physical characteristics o£
humankind.
Nevertheless, the relation o£ anthropology to .
scholarly biological inquiry and popular biological assumption
has been recurrently problematic.
At issue are some o£ the most
deeply rooted and contempor~neoualy pressing anthropological
problema,
including the origin o£ humankind and ita place within
the natural world, the origin and social signi£icance o£ "racial"
di££erences, the relation o£ biological and cultural evolution,
the biological and social signi£icance o£ gender di££erences,
etc . --as well as more speci£icslly disciplinary matters having to
do with the intellectual division o£ labor and institutional
boundaries among the various human sciences and their component
subdisciplines. ~e hope to elicit essays covering a
wide range
o£ intellectual
and social history, which will help to
illuminate present theoretical, methodological, ideological and
social concerns--although papers on the history o£ "physical
anthropology" more narrowly conceived will also be welcome.
Although the deadline £or completed manuscripts is not until
August 31, 1986, prospective contributors are encouraged to
communicate as soon as possible with the editor about their
relevant work-in-progress, in order to £acilitate planning.
Letters should be addressed to:
George ~. Stocking, Jr. <HOA)
Department o£ Anthropology
University o£ Chicago
1126 E.59th St.
Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A.
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